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The Ultimate SPAM Cookbook (250+ traditional recipes that are quick, easy to make, and taste
good.)In 1937, the first SPAM® product came off the production line. Now sold in 44 countries,
its appeal extends to everyone from soldiers to celebrities to chefs to presidents to toddlers. All
of the recipes in the Ultimate SPAM Cookbook are based on this essential ingredient and
include a wide range of dishes, from breakfast to dessert. From gyros and Hawaiian pizzas to
BBQ sliders, enchilada breakfast casseroles, pho, and more, each meal is simple, quick, and
delicious. Recipes from Chopped winner Georgeann Leaming, Food Network guests Beth
Esposito and Christian Gill, award-winning TV show presenter Martin Yan of Yan Can Cook,
Jonathan Melendez, Junzi Kitchen chef Lucas Sin, and other famous industry experts are
featured in the collection. Rachael Ray Every Day executive managing editor Tara Cox, who also
founded award-winning magazine RVLiving, wrote an introduction for the book.So why are you
waiting for? Buy this book And enjoy!

"Weissman’s agenda to 'stop putting the past on a pedestal' needs no apology and is well
supported in this work, which encourages readers to develop their own sense of cooking
intuition while maintaining a grasp of the basics."—Publishers Weekly"Not only do these recipes
teach the fundamentals of cooking, but they also are designed to impress and are perfect for
first-time entertainers and anyone building a weeknight repertoire. Designed for the new home
cook, Joshua Weissman: An Unapologetic Cookbook delivers solid instruction, tasty recipes,
and plenty of twists for experienced chefs to enjoy as well.”—Booklist --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorJoshua Weissman isn’t your average culinary genius. He’s
chef-y, he’s eccentric, and he’s a lot over-the-top in everything he does—from curating energetic
and engaging food entertainment, to constantly developing his massive repertoire of original
recipes, to cooking everything (seriously, everything) from scratch. He has an abounding love of
food and proper technique. After nearly a decade of cooking professionally, his passion has
been fueled by working with some of the greatest fine dining restaurants in the south-central
region of the US. He notably cooked at the James Beard Award–winning restaurant Uchiko,
where he spent time focusing on the finest details of cuisine, training other cooks and chefs, and
diving deep into the territory of precise Japanese cookery and fermentation.Joshua can be seen
chopping it up for millions of fans on his popular Youtube channel, Facebook, TikTok, and
Instagram. He currently resides in Texas and plans to push the world of food farther than it has
ever gone before. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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The Ultimate SPAM Cookbook250+ traditional recipes that are quick, easy to make, and taste
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Spinach Mini-QuichesSPAM and Scrambled EggsTop of the Morning SPAM Breakfast
BakeSPAM Waffle with CheeseSun-Dried SPAM PastaSPAM Tater Tot CasseroleSPAM Lazy
Day CasseroleEast Meets West SPAM RollsSPAM Red Flannel HashSPAM LT OG SliderSPAM
INTO CHEESE BABY REDSPulled SPAM BBQ SandwichCreamy SPAM and Pasta
NachosSPAM BACON, EGG, AND CHEESE BISCUITSSimple Grilled Cheese and Egg SPAM
SandwichBow Tie SPAM SaladSPAM LTSPAM Potato ChowderSPAM Hickory Smoke Hoppin’
JohnSPAM BURGER Sloppy JoesSPAM Breakfast HashSPAM Turkey Pot PieMini SPAM Nacho
BurgersSPAM SpudsSPAMALICIOUS Jalapeño Cheddar BiscuitsSPAM FrittataSPAM Hot
BrownsSpam FrittersGOURMET SPAM MCMUFFINSPAM Eggs and RiceSPAM SaiminSPAM
Teriyaki, Pineapple, and Red Pepper KabobsHawaiian SPAM SandwichSPAM Poke BowlSPAM
Hawaiian PizzaSPAM Island AppetizerSPAM Cordon Bleu Hawaii KabobsSPAM Loco
MocoHawaiian SPAM Bread PuddingSPAM SaiminSPAM Black Bean Ho FunSPAM
KatsudonSPAM Filipino MenudoCalifornia SPAM Fried RiceSPAM Classic KimbapSPAM
Classic Budae Jjigae Army StewSPAM Classic and Beef RamenSPAM Summer RollsSPAM
Classic Bibimbap BowlAsian SPAM Slaw with NoodlesSavory SPAM Classic with RamenSPAM
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MeatballsWonderful SPAM WontonsSPAM and Pea RisottoSPAM FRIED RICERed Beans and
Rice with SPAMSteps to Make Gordon Ramsay Spam With Wasabi Fried RiceHot Hawaiian
Burgers (Spam, Pineapple, Swiss, and Sriracha Mayo)SPAM BURGER HamburgerGlorious
Spam Burgers With Guacamole & Fried EggSPAM KatsudonSpam MenudoFilipino Pork
MenudoSPAM Chilaquiles VerdeBarter-Worthy Spam MusubiSPAM MusubiSPAM Katsu
MusubiSPAM BenedictSPAM AND EGG SANDWICHESSPAM SisigHOISIN GLAZED SPAM
BURGERS WITH QUICK-PICKLED CUCUMBERSSimple Grilled Cheese and Egg SPAM
SandwichSPAM SANDWICHGrilled SPAM Steak SandwichSpam BLTProvolone SPAM On
Grilled Sourdough BreadSPAM TORTASpam Grilled CheeseGrilled Spam and Pineapple
SandwichSPAM ONIGIRIINTRODUCTIONSSpam (SPAM) is a canned cooked pork product
produced by Hormel Foods Corporation and sold worldwide. Hormel created it in 1937, and its
extensive use during World War II contributed to its international recognition. [1] Spam was sold
in 41 countries on six continents by 2003, and it had been trademarked in more than 100
countries by that time. Pork with ham added salt, water, modified potato starch (to act as a
binder), sugar, and sodium nitrite are the primary components of Spam (as a preservative).
Natural gelatin is made on the spot when its tins are heated on the production line. [3] Many
people have expressed worry about the nutritional value of Spam because of the high quantities
of fat, salt, and preservatives in the meat product. [4] Several times in popular culture, most
notably in a Monty Python comedy in which the phrase was repeated numerous times, its usage
as a word to describe unwelcome electronic communications, particularly email, in
general.HistoryHormel introduced Spam to the world on July 5, 1937. According to the Oxford
Encyclopedia of Food and Drink in America, the product was developed to increase sales of
pork shoulder, which was a less popular cut at the time of its creation. [6] Ken Daigneau, the
brother of a corporate executive, received a $100 prize in a competition to name a new product
introduced the same year. When it comes to the meaning of its name, Hormel asserts that only a
"limited circle of retired Hormel Foods executives" is aware of it. However, it is widely believed to
be an abbreviation for "spiced ham." [6] As a result of the difficulties in bringing fresh meat to the
front lines during World War II, Spam became an essential part of the American soldier's diet. In
addition to "Special Army Meat," it was known by several nicknames, including "ham that failed
its physical," "meatloaf that skipped basic training," and "ham that failed its physical." At the end
of the war, the military had amassed a stockpile of more than 68,000 tonnes of Spam (about 150
million pounds). After World War II and subsequent occupations, Spam was sent to Pacific
islands such as Guam, Hawaii, Okinawa, the Philippines, and other locations. It has been a
distinguishing element of the history and repercussions of the United States' presence in the
Pacific islands, quickly integrated into the indigenous diet. Spam became popular in the United
Kingdom due to limitations placed on it during World War II and the Lend-Lease Act. Margaret
Thatcher, the British Prime Minister at the time, referred to it as a "wartime delicacy." [11] In
addition to increasing production for the United Kingdom, Hormel increased Spam production
as part of Allied help to the Soviet Union, suffering from a similar economic crisis. [13] Nikita



Khrushchev said in his biography Khrushchev Remembers that "we would not have been able to
feed our forces if it had not been for the use of Spam." [6] [14] During World War II, countries
devastated by combat and forced to ration food learned to savor Spam. [15] When the one
billionth can of Spam was sold in 1959, it was followed by the sale of the seven billionths can in
2007,[7] and the sale of the eight billionths can in 2012.SPAM CheeseballPrep time: 15
minutesCook time: 60 minutesTotal time: 1 hour 15 minutesIngredients:1 (12-ounce) can SPAM
Classic 2 (8-ounce) cups of shredded Cheddar cheese1 (3-ounce) package softened cream
cheese 12 tsp dehydrated onion flakes, crumbled 12 tsp Worcestershire sauce 18 tsp dry
mustard18 tsp chili powder3 tbsp fresh parsley, chopped 2 tbsp paprika, if desired1 package
crackersInstructions:Pulse the SPAM Classic until it is finely chopped in a food processor.In a
medium-sized mixing bowl, combine the SPAM Classic, shredded cheese, cream cheese, onion
flakes, Worcestershire sauce, mustard, and chili powder until thoroughly blended.Refrigerate for
at least 1 hour or until the mixture is firm. Form a ball, cover the cheese mixture in wax paper,
and place it in the refrigerator until ready to serve. If desired, roll the cheeseball with parsley and
paprika just before serving.Serve on a serving tray with crackers on the side to complete the
presentation. SPAM Pasta CarbonaraPrep time: 15 minutesCook time: 30 minutesTotal time: 45
minutesIngredients:1 tbsp kosher salt 12 ounces spaghetti 4 large eggs½ cup of grated
Parmesan ½ cup of grated Pecorino1 (12-ounce) can Spam Less Sodium, diced Freshly
cracked black pepper and salt, as need Chopped Italian parsley, if desiredInstructions:6 quarts
of water with a pinch of salt should be brought to a boil. Prepare the pasta according to the
package directions. 34 cups of pasta water should be drained and stored aside. In a medium-
sized mixing bowl, whisk the eggs and cheeses until fully incorporated.A giant skillet should be
heated over medium-high heat. Preparation time: 3-4 minutes, or until the SPAM Less Sodium is
crispy and golden in color. Toss in the spaghetti, swirling and shaking the pan to ensure that
everything is well combined.Turn the heat down to low in the pan. In a fast-moving stream, whisk
in the egg mixture until it thickens. The sauce may be thinned down a bit by adding a little of the
pasta water that you put aside earlier. To taste, season with a generous quantity of freshly
cracked black pepper.To assemble the dish, divide the spaghetti into serving dishes and garnish
with parsley if desired.Serve as soon as possible. Creamy SPAM Risotto CroquettesPrep time: 5
minutesCook time: 20 minutesTotal time: 25 minutesIngredients:4 tbsp butter½ (12-ounce) can
SPAM Classic, diced small2 yellow onions, diced1 cup of Arborio rice 4 cups of chicken stock,
warmed¾ cup of grated Parmesan1 cup of flour2 eggs, beaten2 cups of Panko breadcrumbs 4
cups of canola oilFlaky sea salt and favorite dipping sauce, if desired Instructions:Heat butter in
a large, shallow saucepan over medium heat until melted and smooth. Toss in some SPAM®
Classic for good measure. Cook for 3 to 4 minutes, or until lightly browned the edges. Add in the
finely chopped onions.Cook for 4 to 5 minutes, or until the onions are translucent and the liquid
has evaporated. In a large mixing bowl, combine the rice, the onion, and the SPAM Classic.
Cook for 2 minutes, or until the rice is toasty and the edges are somewhat opaque around the
borders of the pan. Using a ladle, add two ladles of boiling chicken stock to the pan and bring to



a boil. Start by whisking the rice and reserving a wooden spoon to combine the flavors. Cook,
stirring regularly until the rice has absorbed all of the liquid and has begun to release its starch.
Remove from heat. Maintain a uniform temperature to ensure that the rice finishes cooked
during the cooking process.Repeat the process, adding a ladle of liquid until the rice is barely
soft and the sauce is creamy inconsistency. Turn off the heat and set the pan aside. Mix in the
cheese until it is completely incorporated. Half of the mixture should be placed in a small baking
pan. Refrigerate for 1 hour after wrapping with plastic wrap. Form the rice mixture into 14 balls
the size of a cup. Separately, whisk together the flour, eggs, and breadcrumbs in a large mixing
basin.Toss the rice ball in the flour and brush off any excess flour before baking. Each rice ball
should be dipped in beaten eggs and placed aside until the flour has absorbed the egg and the
coating is complete. In the end, roll the rice ball in breadcrumbs to seal it. Continue making rice
balls until all of the rice balls are gone. In a 4-quart saucepan, heat the oil to 350°F over medium-
high heat until shimmering. Reduce the heat to medium and gently put four rice balls into the hot
oil, one at a time. Cook for 3 to 4 minutes, or until the top is golden brown. Remove the rice balls
from the pan using a slotted spoon and place them on a wire rack to cool. Continue making rice
balls until all of the rice balls are gone. If preferred, season with flaky sea salt and serve with a
dipping sauce. SPAM Musubirthday CakePrep time: 40 minutesCook time: 30 minutesTotal time:
1 hour 10 minutesIngredients:1 (12-ounce) can Spam Less Sodium, sliced into 12 slices ½ cup
of shoyu2 tbsp sugar 4 cups of warm, cooked short-grain rice Chicken Fat Miso Paste, recipe
follows4 tbsp mirin or rice vinegar, if desired 3 tsp oil, divided 6 eggs, beaten, divided13 cup of
Furikake Shredded seaweed for garnish, if desired Chicken Fat Miso Paste ¼ cup of schmaltz
(rendered chicken fat) ¼ cup of white miso 1 tbsp sugar 1 tbsp minced gingerIn a food
processor, pulse all chickenFat Miso Paste ingredients together until
smooth. Instructions:Preheat the oven to 275 degrees Fahrenheit (180 degrees Celsius). Wrap a
baking sheet with parchment paper so that it has a rim. Slices of Spam Less Sodium should be
placed on a shallow dish.In a small dish, combine the shoyu and sugar; pour over the slices of
SPAM Less Sodium. 10 minutes of marinating are required. Placing it on a baking sheet already
prepped is a good idea. Bake for 5-6 minutes, or until the mixture is well heated. Prepare a 9-
inch springform pan by lining it with aluminum foil or plastic wrap.In a large mixing basin,
combine the Chicken Fat Miso Paste, mirin, or rice vinegar, and salt to taste. Mix well. Heat 1
tbsp oil in a medium nonstick skillet over medium heat until hot. 2 eggs, fried until they are the
size of an open-faced omelet roughly the same size as the springform pan prepared. Repeat the
process with the remaining oil and eggs to create three-egg layers.1 egg omelet should be
placed in the bottom of the pan that has been prepared. A quarter of the rice mixture should be
placed on the egg layer, pushing it down evenly with moistened hands. Place another egg
omelet on top of it, followed by a quart container of rice mixture, pressing it down to make it level
with the first. If desired, top with more furikake. Layer 12 slices of SPAM Less Sodium on top of
the seasoned rice mixture.It is necessary to pile and crush another 14 cups of rice on top of the
first 14. Finish with the remaining egg omelet, rice, and furikake to complete the dish. To serve,



loosen the edges of the pan and peel back the aluminum foil or plastic wrap from the top.
Seaweed may be used as a garnish if desired. To cut the cake into pieces, use a wet knife to cut
the cake into slices. SPAM Breakfast BurritosPrep time: 15 minutesCook time: 15 minutesTotal
time: 30 minutesIngredients:1 can SPAM Classic (12 oz.) cut into cubes 4 large burrito-sized
tortillas4 eggs, scrambled 2 hash brown patties, prepared according to package directions 1 cup
of shredded cheddar cheese1 cup of shredded Monterey Jack cheese1 avocado, peeled, pitted,
and sliced 1 cup of cooked black beans12 cup of Pico de GalloInstructions:Using a large skillet,
cook SPAM Classic over medium-high heat for 3 to 5 minutes or browned.Turn off the heat and
set the pan aside. Fill each tortilla with the same quantity of ingredients as the previous one.
Burritos should be folded in half and wrapped up.Place the burritos in a large pan over medium
heat and cook for 1 to 2 minutes, moving the pan to griddle all sides until they are lightly brown
and toasted on the outside. Adobo SPAM MusubiPrep time: 1 hourCook time: 15 minutesTotal
time: 1 hour 15 minutesIngredients:1 (12-ounce) can SPAM Classic, cut into 8 slices14 cups of
apple cider vinegar 14 cups of mirin or rice vinegar14 cups of water2 cloves garlic, chopped2
green onion whites, cut in half lengthwise2 bay leaves, cracked2 tsp black peppercorn,
crushed2 tsp olive oil 3 cups of cooked sushi rice4 sheets nori, cut in half Instructions:In a
medium-sized mixing dish, combine the SPAM Classic slices. In a large mixing basin, whisk
together the cider vinegar, mirin, water, garlic, onion, bay leaves, and peppercorns until well
combined. Allow for marinating time of 1 hour. Remove the SPAM Classic slices from the
marinade using tongs. Set the marinade aside for now.In a large skillet, heat the oil over medium-
high heat until shimmering. Prepare the SPAM Classic Classic for another 2-3 minutes, or until
browned. Sauté the SPAM Classic slices in a pan with the sauce for 3-4 minutes or until the
sauce becomes mildly sticky.Insert nori sheet into musubi press or the plastic-lined SPAM
Classic can and press down to compact 13 cup rice into the media or the container. Add a chunk
of SPAM Classic to finish it off.Removing the press from the equation is a good idea. Each and
every one of them should be wrapped with nori. One end should be slightly moistened to tie the
two ends together. By repeating the technique, you may get another 8.Healthy SPAM Musubi
PizzaPrep time: 10 minutesCook time: 20 minutesTotal time: 30 minutesIngredients:1 (12-
ounce) can SPAM Classic, sliced into 8 slices3 cups of cooked sushi rice 8 sheets nori
Suggested toppingsBrowned SPAM Classic rounds, furikake and teriyaki sauce, browned SPAM
Classic pieces, chopped kimchi, green onions, and togarashi.Instructions:Using a cookie cutter
about 12 inches in diameter, cut 2 slices of SPAM Classic into rounds. 2 slices SPAM Classic,
diced 2 slices SPAM Classic 3-5 minutes, or until beautifully browned, cook SPAM Classic
slices, games, and chopped pieces in a large skillet over medium-high heat, stirring often. Turn
off the heat and set the pan aside. Using a sharp knife, cut each slice into four strips.1 nori sheet
should be covered with a layer of rice, with a 1-inch border around the top. 4 stips SPAM Classic
should be placed just below the center of the rice. Using a sushi roll to form the "pizza crust," roll
the dough out into a circle.1 nori sheet should be cut into a triangle shape to serve as the base
of the pizza slice.Stack the triangle on a serving dish and place the sushi roll crust on it. Cover



the triangle with a thin layer of rice to seal it in. Each pizza slice is topped with SPAM Classic
rounds and chopped pieces, as well as any other toppings that have been recommended. By
repeating the procedure, you will have a total of four slices. SPAM Musubi Crunchy RollTotal
time: 1 hourIngredients:2 tbsp soy sauce2 tbsp sugar 1 (12-ounce) can SPAM Classic-cut into 8
slices3 cups of cooked white sushi rice4 sheets nori, cut in half2 eggs, beaten2 cups of
panko Vegetable oil 34 cup of Unagi sushi sauce 2 tsp sesame seed 1 cup of shrimp chips,
crushed14 cups of chopped green onionInstructions:In a small mixing dish, combine the soy
sauce and sugar. SPAM Classic slices should be cooked in a big skillet over medium-high heat
for 3 to 5 minutes or until browned. 1-2 minutes, or until the pieces are well covered in the soy
sauce and sugar mixture, is recommended.Turn off the heat and set the pan aside. Using a
musubi press or a SPAM can be wrapped with plastic wrap, push down on the 13 cup rice until it
is compressed. Remove the nori sheet from the media and set it on top of the half nori sheet to
be covered entirely. Wrap the musubi with nori, moistening the nori's edge to make them more
adhere to one another. By repeating the technique, you may get another 8.Prepare two shallow
dishes by separating the eggs and breadcrumbs. Every musubi should be dipped in egg and
then wrapped in panko to provide a crispy exterior.To fry the musubi, add 1-inch vegetable oil to
a large skillet over medium-high heat and cook for 3 to 5 minutes, or until golden brown. Turn the
musubi over halfway through to sear each side. It is necessary to cut each musubi into four
pieces. Prepare four serving dishes by arranging eight slices on each platter. Place Unagi,
sesame seeds, shrimp chips, and green onions on the bottom of each bowl and drizzle with
sriracha mayonnaise. Tasty SPAM Hawaiian SkilletTotal time: 20 minutesIngredients:1 (12-
ounce) can SPAM with Real Hormel Bacon diced 1 cup of chopped pineapple 1 cup of chopped
mango 12 tsp cumin 12 tsp smoked paprika12 tsp salt 12 tsp garlic salt Hot cooked rice
Balsamic glazeInstructions:In a large skillet over medium-high heat, cook SPAM with bacon,
pineapple, mango, cumin, smoked paprika, salt, and garlic powder until the SPAM is cooked
through. Cook for 6–8 minutes, or until the top is golden brown.If preferred, serve over rice.
Glaze the top with balsamic glaze if desired. Toasted SPAM and Cheese SandwichesPrep time:
5 minutesCook time: 10 minutesTotal time: 15 minutesIngredients:1 (12-ounce) can SPAM
Classic, sliced into 8 pieces8 slices cheese 8 slices bread, toastedInstructions:Using a large
skillet, cook SPAM Classic over medium-high heat for 3 to 5 minutes or browned.Cook for 1-2
minutes, or until the cheese has melted on top of the slices until the pieces are warm.Serve on a
slice of toasted bread. SPAM Summer RollsPrep time: 20 minutesCook time: 25 minutesTotal
time: 45 minutesIngredients:1 can SPAM Classic (12 oz.) cut into thin strips2 tablespoons soy
sauce2 tablespoons sugar maifun rice stick noodles, 3 oz (angel hair-style) 8 (8-inch) round rice
paper wrappers for spring rolls 12 julienned cucumbers 4 leaves1 julienned carrot 8 half leaves
from bibb lettuce with the spines removed peanuts, chopped slices of lime Sauce for dipping
peanuts ¾ cup of SKIPPY Creamy Peanut Butter¼ cup of rice vinegar  cup of soy sauce 3 tbsp
honey1 ½ tsp grated fresh ginger1 clove garlic, minced ¼ tsp red pepper flakes 2 tbsp
water Instructions:Combine 2 tablespoons soy sauce and 2 tablespoons sugar in a small bowl.



Using a large skillet over medium-high heat, cook the SPAM Classic strips for 3 to 5 minutes or
until they are browned. Immediately remove the pan from the heat after 1 to 2 minutes or when
the slices are completely coated in the soy sauce sugar mixture.Cook the rice stick noodles for 2
to 3 minutes, or until they are soft yet firm, in a pot of boiling water, according to package
directions. After rinsing under cold running water, let the water drain completely. Fill a 10-inch
glass pie dish halfway with boiling water and set it aside to prepare the rolls. 1 rice wrapper
should be submerged in water for 2 to 3 seconds, or until it becomes bendable, before
withdrawing it from the water. Place the rice wrapper on a flat surface with a bit of slope. Using
the bottom third of the wrapper as a base, SPAM Classic is topped with rice noodles, cucumber,
and carrot.1 piece of lettuce, folded in half, should be placed on top. Fold the bottom of the
wrapper over the ingredients, then fold in the sides and roll the wrapper up from the bottom.
Cover with a damp paper towel to keep the roll from drying out after placing it on a dish with the
seam facing up. Continue with the remaining rice wrappers and filling ingredients until all are
used.To make the dipping sauce, combine the SKIPPY Creamy Peanut Butter, rice vinegar, 13
cup soy sauce, honey, ginger, garlic, red pepper flakes, and water in a large mixing bowl until
well combined. Serve with the chicken wings. To serve spring rolls with dipping sauce, they
should be split in half.SPAM Classic Bibimbap BowlPrep time: 20 minutesCook time: 20
minutesTotal time: 40 minutesIngredients:1 (12-ounce) can SPAM Classic, diced 2 cloves garlic,
minced 2 tsp sesame oil 1 tbsp soy sauce2 tbsp vegetable oil, divided 1½ cups of bean
sprouts 4 cups roughly chopped baby spinach leaves1 carrot, julienned4 cups of hot cooked
rice1 cup of kimchi 4 eggs, fried 4 tbsp gochujang, dividedToasted sesame
seedsInstructions:Combine the garlic, sesame oil, and soy sauce in a small mixing bowl. Heat 2
tbsp vegetable oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat until hot. Toss in the bean sprouts and
the remaining 13 tablespoons of the garlic mixture and cook for 1 to 2 minutes, or until the nodes
are crisp-tender. Turn off the heat and set the pan aside.Heat 2 tbsp vegetable oil over medium-
high heat until shimmering in the same skillet. Cook for 1 to 2 minutes, stirring constantly, or until
the spinach has wilted, adding the remaining 13 garlic mixture if necessary. Turn off the heat and
set the pan aside. Heat the remaining oil over medium-high heat until shimmering in the same
skillet. Continue to cook for 1 to 2 minutes, or until the carrots are crisp-tender while stirring in
the remaining garlic mixture.Turn off the heat and set the pan aside. Continue to cook SPAM
Classic for another 2 to 3 minutes in the same pan over medium-high heat or until it is browned
and crisp. Turn off the heat and set the pan aside. To serve, divide the cooked rice into four
serving dishes.Each one is topped with bean sprouts, spinach, carrots, SPAM Classic, kimchi,
an egg, gochujang, and sesame seeds, amongst other things. SPAM GyrosPrep time: 15
minutesCook time: 15 minutesTotal time: 30 minutesIngredients:1 (12- ounce) can SPAM
Classic, sliced thinly1 (12- ounce) can SPAM OvenRoasted Turkey, sliced thinly 2 cups of plain
Greek yogurt1 cucumber; peeled, seeded, and shredded2 tbsp lemon juice 1 tsp garlic
powder ½ tsp dried dill weed ½ tsp salt¼ tsp pepper 8 pita bread rounds Suggested toppings;
shredded lettuce, chopped tomato, chopped red onion, chopped cucumbers, feta



cheeseInstructions:Sauté in batches in a big pan over medium-high heat for 2-3 minutes, or until
the SPAM Classic and SPAM Oven Roasted Turkey has a light brown and crisped appearance.
After that, store it somewhere safe.In a medium-sized mixing bowl, combine the yogurt,
cucumber, lemon juice, garlic powder, salt, and pepper until well blended.Place SPAM Classic
and SPAM Oven Roasted Turkey on pita rounds and fold over. Serve with a dollop of yogurt
sauce on top. Assemble the toppings in the order specified. SPAM Grilled CheesePrep time: 5
minutesCook time: 10 minutesTotal time: 15 minutesIngredients:1 (12-ounce) can SPAM
Classic, sliced into 8 pieces2 slices bread 1 tbsp butter2 slices cheeseInstructions:Stirring once
or twice throughout cooking, cook the SPAM Classic in a small skillet over medium-high heat for
approximately 5 minutes until crispy and golden. Butter should be smeared on just one side of
each piece of bread.Place the bread pieces in the pan with the butter side down, then top with
cheese, 1 slice at a time. Cook, occasionally tossing, until the cheese has melted and the bread
has toasted, about 10 minutes.Cover the cheese with two slices of SPAM Classic and one piece
of cheese, and then top with the last slice of bread to complete the sandwich. Asian SPAM Slaw
with NoodlesPrep time: 15 minutesCook time: 15 minutesTotal time: 30 minutesIngredients:1
(12-ounce) can Spam Less Sodium, diced2 (3-ounce) package ramen noodles, cooked and
cooled (discard seasoning packet or use to season soup)1 (12-ounce) package chopped
coleslaw blend 1 (8-ounce) package frozen edamame shelled soybeans 12 cups of slivered
almonds12 cups of thinly sliced green onions Asian Honey Vinaigrette23 cup of SKIPPY
Creamy Peanut Butter13 cups of honey13 cup of rice vinegar2 tsp soy sauce1 tbsp sesame oil1
tbsp watersalt and pepper, as need Instructions:In a large mixing bowl, whisk together all of the
Asian Honey Vinaigrette dressing ingredients until well combined. Set aside. Cook SPAM Less
Sodium in a big skillet till crisp and lightly toasted, then remove from heat and put aside. Make
the ramen noodles according to the package instructions, let them cool, and set them aside to
cool completely.In a large mixing bowl, combine the SPAM Less Sodium, the noodles, the
coleslaw, the edamame, the almonds, and the green onions. Stir in the dressing until it is
completely incorporated into the dish.Refrigerate until ready to serve, which might take up to
several hours. SPAM Meatloaf Cup of CAKESPrep time: 20 minutesCook time: 30 minutesTotal
time: 50 minutesIngredients:FOR THE CUP OF CAKES2 (12-ounce) cans of SPAM Classic2
eggs, slightly beaten 23 cup of quick-cooking oatmeal 34 cup of milk FOR THE GLAZE 23 cup
of brown sugar2 tsp prepared mustard 2 tbsp water 4 tbsp white vinegar Snipped fresh chives
for garnish4 cups of prepared mashed potatoes Instructions:Preheat the oven to 350 degrees
Fahrenheit (180 degrees Celsius). Grate the SPAM Classic in a large mixing bowl for the
cupcakes until it is finely chopped. Combine the eggs, oats, and milk in a large mixing bowl.
Lightly cover a standard-size muffin tray with nonstick cooking spray before starting. Fill each
muffin tin two-thirds of the way with the SPAM mixture. To make the glaze, use the back of a
spoon to gently press down on the mixture in the center of the pan. In a small mixing bowl, whisk
the brown sugar, mustard, vinegar, and water until well combined. Spread half of the glaze
mixture over the SPAM cup of cakes and set aside using a small spoon. 25-30 minutes, or until



the mixture is firm to the touch, is the recommended baking time.While you're waiting, prepare 4
cups of mashed potatoes. As soon as the cupcakes are finished baking, remove them from the
oven. Placing the oven rack 2-3 inches from the heat source will allow the broiler to heat up
faster.Each cup of the cake should have a layer of mashed potatoes on top of it. Return the
muffin pan to the oven and broil the potatoes for 2 to 3 minutes, or until they are lightly browned
on the edges.Immediately after removing it from the oven, sprinkle the top with fresh chives
before spreading the remaining glaze over it and serving it. SPAM Wild Rice SaladPrep time: 1
hour 10 minutes
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